The age group estimation can be done in many methods for each and every step in the process. To estimate the age group we can perform many methods for each and every step. In our proposed method we are estimating the age group after extracting the features in any one of the method and derives an algorithm. Based on that algorithm we created fuzzy model to classify the dataset and predict the age. In our paper the performance of fuzzy model is also evaluated. The different applications of age estimation are law enforcement, biometrics, security control, human computer interaction, crime detection.
INTRODUCTION
There is many methods to extract the key features from each database After extracting the face features from facial image the labelling of the age can be done by a class or by a set of sequential values. If the labelling is done through a class then it is solved through classification otherwise it is solved through regression. In our paper we are classifying, predicting and evaluating our proposed fuzzy model to estimate the age. The brief process is based on the derived algorithm first we split the data in to two subsets i.e. training data and test data by using stratified cross validation method. By using training data and test data we are classifying or predicting the age group using Fuzzy model and evaluation measures are considered by using confusion matrix. We can estimate the age through multi class classification or regression or a combination of both classification and regression. In fuzzy model after defining the membership function and deciding the descriptors our proposed model can categorize the age group.
After defining the membership function we can establish the relation between input variable and output variable Then after forming the rule based we can evaluate the rules and then we can evaluate the strong rule.
LITERATURE SURVEY

Identification of the Facial Skin Region
Identify the skin region by using Hue Saturation Value colour model. We can identify the skin pixels by using the formulas of HSV model and Convert the skin region of RGB image into Grey scale image
Counting the Transition Count
With the help of 5X5 window extract the features of the image by identifying any one of the patterns or by local binary pattern, local direction pattern, and Local Ternary pattern. The extracted feature is in binary value. With that binary value we can count 0 transitions, 2 transitions, 4 transitions
Derive an Algorithm
By analysing the transition count of different facial image databases we can derive an algorithm
Data Splitting Methods
There are different data splitting methods. 
Stratified Cross Validation
It is similar to K-fold cross validation. Only difference is select that 25 data points such that it covers all classes belong to our dataset points. Similarly we have to perform 5 experiments on our 100 dataset points by selecting different 25 dataset points which includes all different class type instances.
Fuzzy Classifier
The classifier is an algorithm that classifies the given data and label to an object and also predicts the given tuple belongs to which class label. Feature vector describes the object descriptor. editor@iaeme.com
Fuzzy Membership Function
Consider a Fuzzy set A where the set is determined as {(x, m(x))|x ЄX} where x is an element, m(x) is the membership function of set A and X is the universe of discourse. In fuzzy sets each element is mapped by membership function within the interval [0,1] which can be represented as m(x):
There are many fuzzy membership functions. Among them our research paper uses Triangular membership function
Triangular Membership Function
Let a, b, c are the three vertices to represent the x-coordinate of m(x) in fuzzy set A. a-lower boundary where membership degree is zero c-upper boundary where membership degree is zero b-the centre where membership degree is one 
The Confusion Matrix for Multiple Classes
To evaluate the performance of our fuzzy model we are using confusion matrix for multiple classes. The confusion matrix is a matrix where columns represent the predicted classes and rows represent the actual classes. The diagonal values are True Positive values for their respective class. The confusion matrix is used to measure the model performance. We are using Accuracy, Precision, Recall, F1 score are the performance measures based on confusion matrix. To select one of the models we have to use one of the performance measure based on the dataset points. To calculate those performance methods we have to know about the following terms 1) True Positive: True Positive (TP) are the values which are correctly identified for each class i.e. When both actual class of the data point and the predicted was true. The performance measures based on confusion matrix are 2.6.1. Accuracy It is calculated as total no of correct predictions divided by total number of data points Accuracy=TPA+TPB+.......TPN/ (total no of data points).
Precision
The output of the precision is it returns only relevant instances of a given model. The formula of the precision for a given class A is Precision P (A) =TPA/(TPA +FPA). So Average Precision=P(A) +P(B) +.......+P(N)/N
Recall or Sensitivity
The output of the sensitivity is to identify all relevant instances. The formula of the sensitivity for a given class A is Recall R (A) =TPA/ (TPA+FNA). So Average Recall=R(A)+R(B)+...+R(N)/N.
F1 Score
The output of the F1 score is the harmonic mean of recall and precision. Single metric that combines recall and precision using the harmonic mean F1 Score = Harmonic Mean (Precision, Recall) F1 Score = 2 * Precision * Recall / (Precision + Recall)
PROPOSED METHOD
Our proposed method is designed into two portions. The first portion tells us about inputting the each input image at a time .The second portion tells us about inputting the set of facial database images
First Portion
Step1.Input the original face image Step2. Identify the skin region of face Step3. Now convert the RGB face image into grey scale image.
Step4. Extract the features of the image by using the following methods. Those are two types of methods. First method consists of the following methods a) LBP method b) LTP method c) LDP method. Second method consists of the following patterns a)V and Inverted V pattern b)Diamond pattern c)Right angular and left angular Pattern Step5.Count the number of 0 transitions and also count the number of 4 transitions for the given image Step1.The five different types of databases are given as input to the first portion one by one.
Second Portion
Step2.The output of the FIRSTPORTION is the database which contains the output of each and every image
Step 3.The database is split into two datasets .One is training dataset and other is Test data set by using Stratified cross validation method.
Step 4.With the analysis of training dataset we can derive an algorithm.
Step5.For that derived algorithm we have to detect what are the inputs and outputs Step 6.By using the inputs and outputs of an algorithm we are creating Fuzzy model Step7.Now the fuzzy model is validated by taking each Test data set as an input
Step8.The Fuzzy model is evaluated its performance by calculating the F1 score and Accuracy. 
Fuzzy Model
Membership function for (0) transition count for first input variable(x):
VS (0) S(0) M(0) L(0) VL(0) M(x
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Form a Rule Base and Evaluate the Rules in the Table
From the above table we are calculating the membership function values(vs, s, m, l, vl) for 0 transition count and also calculating membership function values(VS,S,M,L,VL) for (0+4) transition count. Some functions evaluate very small and small membership functions and some functions evaluate medium, large, very large membership functions. Based on those values different rules are generated for each and every dataset. After generating the rules for each data set the maximum value is considered. That value is used to calculate the output value.
Resultant Matrix
The above model is to categorize the age groups by taking the training dataset as an input. The above model produces the resultant matrix as shown below by using the above model. we will find out the membership functions for input variables for (0) transitions and (0+4) transitions. Next we substitute each and every test data set values in those membership functions editor@iaeme.com 
Calculate Z Value
The z value is calculated by taking the maximum value of the above table and equalizing that value to the output membership functions. Then we can predict particular age for each and every data set .we is obtaining the z value by using defuzzification technique. Table 5 Confusion Matrix TP=2; TP=2; TP=2; TP=2; TP=2 FP=0 ; FP=0; FP=0; FP=0; FP=0 P (1) =1; P(2)=0.666;P(3)=1;P(4)=1;P(5)=1
Confusion Matrix for Multiclass
From the above 
CONCLUSION
The present paper evaluates the performance of our Fuzzy model from 0 transition count and 0+4 transition count. The Fuzzy model classifies the data and predicts the dataset. The accuracy of our proposed research work is 100% if our assumption table which is derived from algorithm is accurate. The Fuzzy model doesn't gives us boundary value rather it specifies the range of the value. So the models created by using fuzzy model produce excellent accuracy if our rule based assumption is accurate. The F1 score value for our proposed model is 1. The accuracy value for our model is good when the dataset in confusion matrix is balanced data. For imbalanced data the F1 score is the perfect measure. In Future we can use Fuzzy model as a classifier and predictor for not only in age grouping but also in other problems which we can categories.
